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Abstract. In cloud storage services, users can store their data in remote
cloud servers. Due to new and challenging security threats toward
outsourced data, remote data integrity checking has become a crucial
technology in cloud storage services. Recently, many integrity checking
protocols have been proposed. Several protocols support batch auditing,
but they do not support efficient identification when batch auditing fails.
In this paper, we propose a new identification method for the corrupted
cloud in multi-cloud environments without requiring any repeated audit-
ing processes.
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1 Introduction

In cloud storage service, users’ outsourced data can be lost or corrupted due to
outside and inside threats [2,5] but cloud servers might hide data loss incidents
by claiming that the data are still correctly in the cloud in order to maintain
their reputation. Thus, users need to be able to verify that their outsourced
data are correctly stored in the cloud. Recently, many remote integrity checking
protocols have been proposed to support public auditability that allows a third
party auditor to verify the correctness of outsourced data on demand without
retrieving a copy of the whole data [1,3,6–12]. As cloud computing has been
widely adopted, a third party auditor may take charge of multiple auditing del-
egations from different users. To improve auditor efficiency, several protocols
support batch auditing, which allows the auditor to simultaneously handle mul-
tiple auditing delegations from a large number of different users [3,8–10,12]. For
batch auditing, multiple proofs on distinct data of different users are aggregated
into a single proof. If a single data block or authenticator has been corrupted
or discarded, batch auditing will fail and the benefits of batch auditing could
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be canceled out. Wang et al. suggested a divide-and-conquer approach (e.g.,
binary search) in order to identify the corrupted data [9] and Kai et al. recom-
mended an encoding and decoding approach to reduce communication overhead
when batch auditing fails [3]. However, both approaches are inefficient because
repeated auditing processes are needed.

To address these problems, in this paper, we propose a new identification
method for the corrupted cloud based via two batch auditing schemes [9,10]
in multi-users and multi-cloud environments. When the data of users on the
single cloud are corrupted, our protocol can identify the corrupted cloud without
requiring any repeated auditing processes by utilizing an unique indexing value
assigned to each cloud server.

We briefly introduce batch auditing and describe our identification method
for the corrupted cloud server in Sects. 2 and 3, respectively. In Sect. 4, we con-
clude this paper.
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Fig. 1. System model of batch auditing.

2 Batch Auditing

We consider batch auditing for multi-cloud data storage systems involving multi-
users and L multi-cloud servers, and the third-party auditor (TPA), as illustrated
in Fig. 1. The users store their data in the remote cloud servers and rely on them
for data maintenance. Each cloud server CSl(1 ≤ l ≤ L) provides powerful stor-
age, computational resources, and the data access to users. The TPA has the
expertise and capability to audit data storage on behalf of the user upon request.
For batch auditing, we take two batch auditing schemes into consideration:
Wang et al’s privacy-preserving public auditing scheme (hereafter, W-BA) [9] and
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Yang & Jia’s efficient and secure dynamic auditing scheme. The original W-BA
provides batch auditing for multi-users of single cloud server but it is possible to
extend W-BA to support batch auditing for multi-users of multi-cloud servers.

Batch auditing consists of three phases: system initialization, setup, and
audit. The system initialization phase involves a ParaGen step to generate sys-
tem parameters and the setup phase involves KeyGen and AuthGen steps. In
KeyGen step, a user generates a key pair (public key and secret key) used for
computing authenticators of data. In AuthGen step, the user computes authen-
ticators used for further auditing then stores them with the data in the remote
cloud servers. When multi-users of multi-cloud servers request auditing to the
TPA, the TPA performs an audit phase through Challenge, Prove, and Verify
steps. In Challenge, the TPA randomly selects the number of data blocks for
each user and sends a challenge message C to each cloud server involved in batch
auditing. In Prove, upon receiving a challenge message, each cloud server sends
a response message P as a proof of possession to the TPA. The proof P includes
the data proof D and the authenticator proof A. In Verify, upon receiving
the proofs from the challenged servers, the TPA performs batch verification to
check the correctness of all proofs at the same time. The TPA firstly computes
the challenged hash Hl for each cloud server in the challenged servers and simul-
taneously verifies all proofs via [Eq. 1] in Fig. 1. If the batch verification holds,
it means that all challenged servers correctly maintain the data of users.

3 Identification for Single Corrupted Cloud

Batch verification only holds when all of the proofs are valid and fails when there
is even one invalid proof of single user in batch auditing. In many situations, a
proof collection may contain invalid proofs caused by malicious cloud server or
accidental data corruption. If the batch verification equation ([Eq. 1]) fails, it
means that a proof of single cloud server is invalid. In this case, the TPA runs
Identify step to determine which server’s proof is invalid.

1. The TPA sequentially allocates an index Il(Il = 1, · · · , π) to each CSl, where
π is the number of challenged cloud servers. For example, the second server
in the challenged servers has 2 as the index.

2. Let T is the right side of [Eq. 1]. By exponentiation of the corresponding index
Il for each cloud server CSl, the TPA computes T ′ as

T ′ =
L∏

l=1

(
Al

Hl · Dl
)Il [Eq. 2].

3. When the data of a single server CSo are corrupted, T will be Δo, the differ-
ence between the original data and the corrupted data . Similarly, T ′ will be
ΔoIo , the Io-th power of Δo. The TPA can identify the corrupted server by
multiplying T by T until the result equals to T ′ where T ′ ?=

∏Il
i=1 T . Conse-

quentially, M − 1 will be the index for the corrupted server CSo, where M is
the number of multiplications.
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There can be several cases of corruption as follows: only data blocks are corrupted
or discarded, only authenticators are corrupted or discarded, and both data
blocks and authenticators are corrupted or discarded. To hide those corruptions
and to deceive the TPA, the malicious cloud server may generate the proof using
the user’s another valid and uncorrupted pairs (data block and the corresponding
authenticator), another user’s pairs, random data blocks, or the previous proof.
Δo can have several forms according to the above cases. However, it is possible
for the proposed method to identify the corrupted server regardless of the forms
of Δo.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a new identification method for the corrupted cloud in
multi-users and multi-cloud environments. When the data of users on the single
cloud are corrupted and thus batch auditing fails, our method can identify the
corrupted cloud without requiring any repeated auditing processes by utilizing
an unique index for each cloud server.

As part of future work, we would analyze the performance of the proposed
identification method and compare it with the divide-and-conquer approach [9]
and sequential re-verification for each server one by one.
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